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AC and DC hybrid distribution network detailed modelling and multi-operation conditions of the simulation 

analysis will effectively support the distribution network project reliable and stable operation. However, at 

present, large-scale system level simulation of AC–DC hybrid distribution network based on flexible DC is the 

lack of timeliness and practicability. Based on the real-time digital simulation platform RT-LAB, ACDC 

distribution network model is established, which includes ±20 kV flexible DC interconnection system, 

distributed photovoltaic, wind power, energy storage system, electric vehicle and the corresponding converter 

control detailed modelling. In view of the limitation of the balance of energy storage system, the flexible DC 

interconnection is applied to active distribution network, which can provide power supply when the power 

gap occurs. The conditions of consumptive mode by the energy storage system, power supply through flexible 

DC interconnection from external power grid were simulated and analysed. The model verifies the validity of 

the system application in distribution network. This study provides preliminary design reference for active 

distribution network construction. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the development of distributed energy 

sources (distributed generator, DG) technology and 

flexible DC transmission technology, the 

penetration of distributed energy is becoming 

much more higher. In order to ensure stable and 

reliable operation of the grid when large-scale DGs 

get access to the distribution network, detailed 

modelling and simulation analysis under different 

operation conditions of the whole AC/DC hybrid 

distribution network are necessary before the 

project is put into operation [1,2]. In the traditional 

AC/DC hybrid distribution network, there is no 

interconnection based on flexible DC transmission 

system of AC bus bars in different areas. When an 

AC converter station needs extra power support, 

the DC transmission line can transmit 1.5 times as 

much power as the traditional AC transmission at 

the same cost [3]. Also in the traditional 

distribution network, once an AC substation 

failure happens, substations connected to it will be 
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affected, which counts against the isolation of fault 

areas. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

With the development of distributed energy 

sources (distributed generator, DG) technology and 

flexible DC transmission technology, the 

penetration of distributed energy is becoming 

much higher. In order to ensure stable and reliable 

operation of the grid when large-scale DGs get 

access to the distribution network, detailed 

modelling and simulation analysis under different 

operation conditions of the whole AC/DC hybrid 

distribution network are necessary before the 

project is put into operation. In the traditional 

AC/DC hybrid distribution network, there is no 

interconnection based on flexible DC transmission 

system of AC bus bars in different areas. When an 

AC converter station needs extra power support, 

the DC transmission line can transmit 1.5 times as 

much power as the traditional AC transmission at 

the same cost. Also in the traditional distribution 

network, once an AC substation failure happens, 

substations connected to it will be affected, which 

counts against the isolation of fault areas. At 

present, most of the researches on active 

distribution network focus on grid-connected 

distributed generators technology, converter 

control technology, or on the verification of 

optimized load flow algorithm and state estimation 

of active distribution network. For large-scale 

AC/DC hybrid active distribution network based 

on flexible DC interconnection, few researches 

resort to system-level simulation. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Making use of an ESS incorporates restrictions 

such as permissible transmission capacity, 

optimum rankings, current/power optimum slope 

and also the variety of cycles. If these restrictions 

are not appreciated it could cause a remarkable life 

time decrease of the ESS, or in particular 

instances, to its devastation. Using a Hybrid 

Energy Storage System (HESS) provides the 

essential compromise for enhancing the life time of 

each ESS while additionally boosting the worldwide 

certain power as well as power of the entire system. 

A number of jobs have actually been accomplished 

on ESS hybridization utilizing multilevel 

geographies, consisting of the 3 Leg 3L-NPC. In, a 

PI controller is made to manage the power 

circulation of a Vanadium Redox Flow Battery 

(VRB) whereas a Super Capacitor (SC) supplies the 

quick variant of power with both parallel as well as 

3 Leg 3L-NPC inverters. It is revealed that, past the 

restrictions of the 3L-NPC geography, the 

effectiveness as well as THD enhancement make 

this geography ideal for ESS hybridization. An 

additional particularity of this geography is the 

drifting DC web link centre factor voltage which 

entails voltage surges at 3 times the basic 

frequency. The harmonic sizes are straight 

connected to the inflection strategy utilized, along 

with the DC web link filter characteristics. These 

voltage surges paired to very out of balance Air 

Conditioner lots could create huge DC present 

harmonics which could boost electro-magnetic 

disturbance (EMI) and also influence ESSs life time 

as a result of boosted thermal losses. This result 

might be worsened by an abject DC web link filter. 

DIS-ADVANTAGES: 

 Boosted thermal losses. 

 Create huge DC existing harmonics. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

AC and DC hybrid distribution network detailed 

modelling and multi-operation conditions of the 

simulation analysis will effectively support the 

distribution network project reliable and stable 

operation. However, at present, large-scale 

systemlevel simulation of AC–DC hybrid 

distribution network based on flexible DC is the 

lack of timeliness and practicability. Based on the 

real-time digital simulation platform RT-LAB, 

ACDC distribution network model is established, 

which includes ±20 kV flexible DC interconnection 

system, distributed photovoltaic, wind power, 

energy storage system, electric vehicle and the 

corresponding converter control detailed 

modelling. In view of the limitation of the balance of 

energy storage system, the flexible DC 

interconnection is applied to active distribution 

network, which can provide power supply when the 

power gap occurs. The conditions of consumptive 

mode by the energy storage system, power supply 

through flexible DC interconnection from external 

power grid were simulated and analysed. The 

model verifies the validity of the system application 

in distribution network. This study provides 

preliminary design reference for active distribution 

network construction. 
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Fig.1.Single line diagram. 

GENERATING UNIT: 

Usually Generating unit consists of  Generating 

Stations in which power can be generated through 

many ways , example Hydro power, Solar power, 

wind Energy , Nuclear power plant and Bio-gas,etc. 

A power station,also referred to as a power plant 

and sometimes generating station or generating 

plant,is an industrial facility for the generation of 

electric power. Power station are generally 

connected to an electric grid. Many power stations 

contains one or more generators, a rotating 

machine that converts mechanical power into 

three-phase electric power. The releative motion 

between a magnetic field and a conductor creates 

an electric current.  

TRANSFORMER: 

Generating plants generating the bulk of ac 

power are concentrated in a few large, favourably 

situated stations. The power so generated is then 

transmitted at appreciably high voltage to reduce 

the amount of copper material and to increase the 

transmission efficiency. However, the distribution 

of power in a particular area of the city should be 

carried out at a suitably low voltage for various 

reasons connected with safety and the use of small 

apparatus, such as lamps. Hence the generated 

energy is transformed twice, thrice, or even four 

times before it is utilized . Such transformation of 

ac from one voltage to another is done by a device 

called transformer. The transformer is a static 

electromagnetic device that transforms one 

alternating voltage  systems into another of 

different voltage . Thus, transformers, becomes the 

main reason for the wide-spread development of 

the ac system. Besides the above, transformers are 

also used in rectifiers, starters (auto-transformer 

starters),furnaces, welding, traction system, 

testing units, etc. 

V. DC-AC CONVERTERS  

Introduction: 

A DC--DC Converter with a high step-up voltage 

gain is utilized for several applications such as 

high-intensity discharge light ballasts for 

Automobile headlamps, Fuel Cell Energy 

Conversion systems, Solar Cell Energy Conversion 

systems as well as Battery back-up systems for 

Uninterruptible Power Supplies. In theory, a DC-- 

DC Boost Converter could accomplish a high 

step-up voltage gain with a very high obligation 

proportion. Nonetheless, in method, the step-up 

voltage gain is restricted as a result of the result of 

power buttons, rectifier diodes as well as the equal 

collection resistance of inductors and also 

capacitors. 

Boost Converter: 

A Boost Converter i.e. Step-up Converter is a 

DC-to-DC power converter with an output voltage 

greater than its enter voltage. It is a category of 

switched mode electricity supply containing at 

least semiconductor switches i.e., a diode and a 

transistor and as a minimum one strength storage 

element i.e., a capacitor, inductor or the two in 

mixture. Filters manufactured from capacitors 

every so often in mixture with inductors are 

normally introduced to the output of the converter 

to lessen output voltage ripple. 

 
Figure 2: Basic schematic of a Boost Converter 

 

Overview of Boost Converter: 

Power for the Boost Converter can come from any 

appropriate DC resources, which include batteries, 

solar panels, rectifiers and DC mills. A method that 

changes one DC voltage to a exclusive DC voltage is 

known as DC to DC conversion. A enhance 

converter is a DC-to-DC converter  with an output 

voltage greater than the source voltage. A enhance 

converter is occasionally known as a step-up 

converter since it “steps up” the supply voltage. 

Since strength P=VI need to be conversed, the 

output current is decrease than the supply present 

day. 

The basic principle of a Boost Converter 

consists of distinct states: 

In the On-state, the transfer S is closed, resulting 

in an increase within the inductor contemporary. 

In the Off-country, the transfer S is open and the 

only route provided to inductor current is through 

LOAD
SUPPLY
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the fly returned diode D, the capacitor C and the 

weight R. This brings about shifting the strength 

collected all through the On-state into the 

capacitor. 

The input cutting-edge is similar to the 

inductor cutting-edge as can be seen in determine 

3.Four.So it is not discontinuous as inside the 

greenback converter and the requirements on the 

input clear out are comfy compared to a buck 

converter. 

 
Figure 3: Overall diagram of Boost Converter 

 

VI. RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES 

Introduction: 

A sun fuelled cell or photovoltaic cell is a device 

that adherent‟s daylight based imperativeness into 

control by the photovoltaic effect. A portion of the 

time the term sun fuelled cell is held for devices 

anticipated that especially would get essentialness 

from sunlight, while the term photovoltaic cell is 

used when the source is unspecified. Social affairs 

of cells are used to make sun situated board, 

daylight based modules, or photovoltaic shows. 

Photovoltaic is the field of development and 

research related to the utilization of sun fuelled 

cells for sun based essentialness. Sun situated cell 

efficiencies vary from 6% for vague silicon-based 

sun arranged cells to 40.7% with various crossing 

point research lab cells and 42.8% with different 

kicks the pail amassed into a cream package. Sun 

situated cell imperativeness change efficiencies for 

fiscally available multicrystalline Si sun arranged 

cells are around 14-19%. Sun based cells can in 

like manner be associated with various devices to 

make it poise plausible in the sun. There are 

daylight based cell phone chargers, sun arranged 

bike light and sun controlled outside lights that 

people can grasp for consistently use. 

 

Equivalent circuit of a solar cell 

 
 

The equivalent circuit of a solar cell 

 
 

The schematic symbol of a solar cell 

Photons in daylight hit the sun oriented 

board and are consumed by semi directing 

materials, for example, silicon.  

Electrons (adversely charged) are thumped 

free from their particles, enabling them to move 

through the material to create power. Because of 

the exceptional piece of sun powered cells, just 

enable the electrons to move in a solitary bearing. 

The corresponding positive charges that are 

likewise made (like air pockets) are called openings 

and stream toward the path inverse of the electrons 

in a silicon sunlight based board.  

A variety of sun powered boards changes 

over sun oriented vitality into a usable measure of 

direct present (DC) power.  

Applications:  

Sunlight based cells can likewise be connected to 

different hardware gadgets to make it self-control 

reasonable in the sun. There are sun powered PDA 

chargers, sun oriented bicycle light and sunlight 

based outdoors lamps that individuals can receive 

for every day utilize.  Sun oriented power plants 

can confront high establishment costs, in spite of 

the fact that this has been diminishing because of 

the expectation to learn and adapt. Creating 

nations have begun to assemble sun oriented 

power plants, supplanting different wellsprings of 

vitality age. In 2008, sun based power provided 

0.02% of the world's aggregate vitality supply. 
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Utilize has been multiplying each two, or less, 

years. In the event that it proceeded at that rate, 

sunlight based power would turn into the 

prevailing vitality source inside a couple of 

decades.  

VII. MICROGRID 

Introduction: 

Microgrid is a localized grouping of electricity 

sources and loads that normally operates 

connected to and synchronous with the traditional 

centralized electrical grid (macrogrid), but can 

disconnect and function autonomously as physical 

and/or economic conditions dictate.[1] By this 

way, it paves a way to effectively integrate various 

sources of distributed generation (DG), especially 

Renewable Energy Sources (RES). It also provides a 

good solution for supplying power in case of an 

emergency by having the ability to change between 

islanded mode and grid-connected mode. On the 

other hand, control and protection are big 

challenges in this type of network configuration,[2] 

which is generally treated as a hierarchical control. 

DEFINATION: 

A formal definition from the U.S. Department of 

Energy Microgrid Exchange Group[3] states: A 

microgrid is a group of interconnected loads and 

distributed energy resources (DERs) within clearly 

defined electrical boundaries that acts as a single 

controllable entity with respect to the grid. A 

microgrid can connect and disconnect from the 

grid to enable it to operate in both grid-connected 

or island-mode. 

Commercial and Industrial (C&I) Microgrids: 

These types of microgrids are maturing quickly in 

North America and Asia Pacific; however, the lack 

of well –known standards for these types of 

microgrids limits them globally. Main reasons for 

the installation of an industrial microgrid are 

power supply security and its reliability. There are 

many manufacturing processes in which an 

interruption of the power supply may cause high 

revenue losses and long start-up time. 

 
Advantages: 

Microgrid paves a way to integrate Wind, solar, and 

hydroelectricity, etc. to the main grid. First of all, a 

microgrid is capable of operating in grid-connected 

and stand-alone modes, and handling the 

transitions between these two modes. So that it 

provides good solution to supply power in case of 

an emergency and power shortage during power 

interruption in the main grid. 

In the grid-connected mode, ancillary services can 

be provided by trading activity of microgrid and the 

main grid. In the islanded mode of operation 

instead, the real and reactive power generated 

within the microgrid, including the help of energy 

storage system should be in balance with the 

demand of local loads. 

VIII. PHASE INVERTER 

Introduction of INVERTER: 

A power inverter, or inverter, is an electronic 

device or circuitry that changes direct current (DC) 

to alternating current (AC). The input voltage, 

output voltage and frequency, and 

overall power handling depend on the design of the 

specific device or circuitry. The inverter does not 

produce any power; the power is provided by the 

DC source. A power inverter can be entirely 

electronic or may be a combination of mechanical 

effects (such as a rotary apparatus) and electronic 

circuitry. Static inverters do not use moving parts 

in the conversion process. Circuitry that performs 

the opposite function, converting AC to DC, is 

called a rectifier. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Direct_current
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alternating_current
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voltage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_power
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rectifier
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Fig.4. Inverter model. 

Making use of an ESS incorporates restrictions 

such as acceptable data transfer, optimum 

rankings, current/power optimum slope and also 

the variety of cycles. If these restraints are not 

appreciated it could bring about a remarkable life 

time decrease of the ESS, or in specific instances, 

to its damage. [4], [5] Using a Hybrid Energy 

Storage System (HESS) provides the essential 

compromise for enhancing the life time of each ESS 

while likewise enhancing the international 

particular power and also power of the entire 

system. 

 
Fig.5. Power converter topologies for microgrid 

ESS hybridization 

 

IX. MATLAB/SIMULATION 

Matlab is a remarkable language for specialized 

handling. It includes computation, assumption, 

and also shows in a straightforward to-utilize 

problem where concerns as well as setups are 

interacted in all-natural mathematical paperwork. 

Ordinary usages integrate Math and also 

computation Algorithm enhancement Data 

protecting Modeling, recreation, and also 

prototyping Data exam, examination, and also 

assumption Scientific as well as developing images 

Application development, consisting of visual UI 

structure. Matlab is an user-friendly structure 

whose crucial details part is an exhibition that does 

not need dimensioning. This allows you to care for 

many specialized signing up problems, specifically 

those with network as well as vector meanings, in a 

percentage of the moment it would certainly 

require to make up a program in a scalar no smart 

language, for instance, C or Fortran. The name 

matlab stays for grid study center. 

SIMULINK:  

Simulink is a product add-on to matlab which is a 

mathematical tool made by The Math functions,( 

http://www.mathworks.com) an organization 

prepared in Natick. Matlab is powered by large 

mathematical assessment restriction. Simulink is 

a mechanical setting up utilized to seemingly 

configure a vibrant framework (those managed by 

Differential problems) as well as consider 

outcomes. 

 

 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

Fig.6. Simulink model. 

 

Fig.7. VSC1 circuit diagram. 
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Fig.8. VSC2 circuit diagram. 

 

Fig.9. Controller circuit with PI controller. 

 

Fig.10. Output voltage. 

 

Fig.11. Line voltage. 

 

Fig.12. Two grids voltages in single phase. 

Extension with ANN controller and BESS: 

 

Fig.13. BESS added at output side. 

 

Fig.14. ANN controller circuit. 

 

Fig.15. Output voltage across grid side. 

 

Fig.16. Output across the BESS ( Battery). 

X. CONCLUSION 

An active distribution network model with a 

variety of microsources and new loads in daily life 

is established in this paper, and real-time 

simulation running on real-time simulator is 

carried out. The model is divided into nine cores for 

parallel computation. The simulation step is 50 μs 

and core resources occupy up to 88.96%, and the 

average occupation of resources is 41.5%, which 
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clearly reflects the efficiency and timeliness of 

system simulation. In this paper, the flexible DC 

interconnection link is added to the traditional 

AC/DC hybrid distribution network, which can 

provide the energy supply for the receiver in time. 

Moreover, the synchronous control is added to the 

process of operation switch from isolation to grid 

connected, which effectively helps smooth the 

transition process. The model provides a reference 

for the study of the theory and engineering 

application of AC/DC hybrid active power 

distribution system. 
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